Q1. Define the following in brief (Choose six only)

1) Computer Organization  
2) Interface  
3) Registers  
4) Control Unit  
5) Input/output Devices  
6) Buses  
7) EPROM

Q2. What is the general organization of Computers (answer in brief with diagram)

Q3. What are the basic components of Hard Disk Drive?

Q4. Express in brief of the following
   1- C.P.U architecture
   2- Von Neumann Model
   3- Memory addressing mode.

Q5. Answer True or False of the following, and correct the error.
   1- Hard Disk Drive used to temporary store data.
   2- Touch screen device is output device.
   3- ALU is performing logical operation.
   4- Desktop computer is a good example of microcomputer.
   5- M.T is one of the most important methods for storing small quantities of information.
   6- Cache disk is placed out of the C.P.U.